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i downloaded the style pack and installed it. i then imported my media. no matter what i do, there
are no options to change the color of the background and the text in the slides, and there's no option

for the title slide to be different than the first slide. it has been 3 days now and no response from
photodex. there's no option to change the background or the text. the title slide also needs to be
different than the first slide. i am currently using photoshop cs6. the media from the media for a

proshow style pack 2013 is not compatible with that version of photoshop. if anyone knows of a way
to make the file compatible with photoshop cs6 please let me know. thank you i recently purchased

this style pack. however, i am unable to access the media that was downloaded. i cannot even
import the.pkg file from the dvd to the folder that was created. i have tried using various solutions,
yet all results in the same issue. there's not much more i can do. i've installed proshow 2013 on my
computer, tried to install photopia on the same computer and tried to load proshow into photopia on
the same computer. i can't get either to work. you can see what i'm saying here: my computer runs

windows 7 and i've tried running the installer on my computer. i've tried running it on my laptop. i've
tried running it on my desktop. i've tried installing it using the installer on the proshow 2013 dvd and
nothing has worked. in the end, i had to install proshow on a different computer and then copy over

the style packs from that computer to my computer running photopia. i know this isn't the most
elegant solution but it has worked for me.
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look for the corresponding (pxs / pxt) effect files in these folders on the computer where proshow is
installed. those files can be manually copied over to the computer where photopia is installed then

imported through the manage effects window, using the import button therein. proshow styles
volume 4 25 styles will add glitter and glamor of the images, while maintaining attention to the

pictures. proshow transition pack volume 1 go beyond the simple crossfade with the 25 new
transitions available in transition pack 1. explore new and exciting effects like clouds, smoke and
paper tear. add an artistic flair to your shows with ink splatter, brushstrokes and color wheel. if

you're new to proshow, you may be wondering where to start when it comes to editing and splicing
video. it's easy! you can get started with our free premiere pro tutorials. these proshow tutorials will
guide you through the basics of editing, and after you understand the fundamentals, you can move

on to our premium proshow editing tutorials. find them at proshow.com/editing-tutorials. this tutorial
teaches you the basics of editing in proshow, including trimming, organizing clips, and creating

transitions and effects. don't worry if you've never used a video editing software before, we'll walk
you through everything step-by-step. in this tutorial, you'll learn how to import premiere pro files into

proshow, using the sequence editor. you will also learn how to insert a transition between video
clips, how to adjust the playback speed, create a custom transition, and more! 5ec8ef588b
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